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Physicists watch entropy in action
Feb 5, 2010 6 comments  

Entropy in action: less symmetric clusters are more common

Physicists in the US have gained important insights into the process 
of crystallization by studying how tiny plastic balls spontaneously 
form clusters. They found that highly symmetric clusters are created 
much less often than those with lower symmetry, which could shed 
light on how clusters of atoms or molecules form just before a liquid 
solidifies into a crystalline solid. 

The conventional view of crystallization is that a material solidifies 
when one or more of these tiny clusters grows past a point of no 
return. But while the energies of possible cluster shapes can be 
calculated and confirmed experimentally, understanding the role that 
entropy plays is much harder. In an isolated system, for example, 
thermodynamics favours the formation of disordered clusters (i.e. 
those with a high entropy) – provided that the energy of these 
clusters is low enough that is. 

The problem is that actually observing the role of entropy during 
crystallization is difficult because the clusters are too small and 
appear and vanish much too quickly to be seen. But by using 
clusters of much larger particles, which can be observed in real-time 
with an optical microscope, Vinothan Manoharan and colleagues at 
Harvard University in the US have been able to gain new insight into 
the role of entropy in the "nucleation" process. 

Maximizing entropy

The team began with an array of thousands of tiny wells on a silicon 
chip – each well having a depth and diameter of 30 µm. The wells are 
filled with a mixture of water and two types of plastic balls – one type 
with a diameter of 1 µm and the other 80 nm. Both types of ball are 
jostled about by random thermal fluctuations in the water (Brownian 
motion). 

However, when two large balls come to within about 80 nm of each 
other, the small balls can no longer fit between them. Because there 
are no small balls between the large balls to push them apart, the 
balls start to close in on each other. This imbalance looks like a 
short-range attractive force that causes the large balls to stick 
together in clusters – the so-called "depletion attraction".  

The team began by looking at wells containing six large balls. These 
tend to form clusters with either a symmetrical octahedron shape or 
a less symmetric complex of three tetrahedrons. Although both 
shapes have 12 bonds between balls, which means that they have 
exactly the same energy, the high-entropy tri-tetrahedron was found 
to be about 20 times more common than its more symmetric 
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counterpart. 

'Ball-and-stick' analysis

To understand why the tri-tetrahedron was more common, the 
physicists used a magnetic "ball-and-stick" construction toy to work 
out all the possible ways that the two different clusters could be 
oriented. From rotational-entropy considerations alone, the team 
expect the low symmetry tri-tetrahedron clusters to be 12 times more 
numerous that the octahedrons. 

Although this is not the factor of 20 observed experimentally, the 
team believes that the remaining factor of about two can be explained 
in terms of vibrational entropy. The tri-tetrahedron is less rigid than 
the octahedron, which means that the tri-tetrahedron can flop about 
between different configurations – further boosting its entropy.  

The researchers then turned their attention to larger clusters of up to 
12 balls and found that the clusters also favoured the least 
symmetric and least rigid configurations. Indeed, at 12 balls the most 
symmetric (and least energetic) structure was never observed. As a 
result, most of the larger clusters looked like familiar bulk-crystal 
structures such as hexagonal-close-packed. 

Although the study illustrates the importance of symmetry in the 
formation of tiny clusters, Manoharan points out that crystallization 
involves long-range interactions between atoms that are not 
reproduced by the depletion attraction. When such interactions are 
considered in the team's model, the effect of entropy is not as strong. 
Also, the studies were done in complete isolation where the clusters 
could come to equilibrium without being disturbed by their 
surroundings, which does not apply to most real systems. 

The work is reported in Science.

About the author
Hamish Johnston is editor of physicsworld.com
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highly symmetric clusters are created less often

..."highly symmetric clusters are created much less often than those with lower symmetry"... 

why not, but which is the probability of symmetric and nonsymmetric cluster formation? Only single neutron 
in right position could make atom nuclei composed of many neutrons symmetric - yet we can observe 
magical numbers and islands of stability for it. 

Therefore I do believe, the interpretation presented above is wrong and highly symmetrical clusters are still 
more probable, then the asymmetric ones with respect to the probability of various geometrical 
configurations. After all, during rain spherical particles are always formed most often - isn't the more 
symmetric shape just this one more entropic, too?

Edited by Ragtime on Feb 7, 2010 5:00 PM. 
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Quote:

Originally posted by   
Therefore I do believe, the interpretation presented above is wrong and highly symmetrical 
clusters are still more probable, then the asymmetric ones with respect to the probability of 
various geometrical configurations. After all, during rain spherical particles are always formed 
most often - isn't the more symmetric shape just this one more entropic, too? 

I doubt symmetry has anything to do with entropy. Entropy is in general just a measure how probable the 
state of the system is (out of its all possible states). So if some shape is more probable, it has higher 
entropy by definition regardless if it is symmetric or asymmetric.
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Quote:

Originally posted by 
..I doubt symmetry has anything to do with entropy. Entropy is in general just a measure how 
probable the state of the system is...
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In dense aether theory observable reality is composed of spherically symmetric particles just because its 
the most frequent, i.e. probable geometry from sufficiently distant space-time perspective. For example 2D 
branes and 1D strings are formed by 0D particles, because these particles prevails: you're required to 
have many particles to have single 1D density fluctuations of them. It means, the most entropic state is the 
most symmetric, too.
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Highly ordered clusters =High entropy??

In the second paragraph the article says:
In an isolated system, for example, thermodynamics favours the formation of highly ordered clusters (i.e. 
those with a high entropy) – provided that the energy of these clusters is low enough that is 

Is this a typo or am I confused beyond all recognition?

I thought highly ordered clusters would have lower entropy. Less highly ordered clusters (more 
disordered) would have higher entropy. More disorder=more entropy. Right? or am I off the beam here 
somewhere?
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Quote:

Originally posted by   
In the second paragraph the article says: 
In an isolated system, for example, thermodynamics favours the formation of highly ordered 
clusters (i.e. those with a high entropy) – provided that the energy of these clusters is low enough 
that is 
 
Is this a typo or am I confused beyond all recognition? 
 
I thought highly ordered clusters would have lower entropy. Less highly ordered clusters (more 
disordered) would have higher entropy. More disorder=more entropy. Right? or am I off the beam 
here somewhere? 

I'm off the beam, not you. That should have read "favours the formation of disordered clusters".

Thanks for pointing ot the error.

Edited by Hamish Johnston on Feb 7, 2010 9:42 PM. 
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Temperature

Entropy is (obviously) greatly affected by temperature. This affect would be somewhat muted by the balls 
being made of many atoms, instead of your usual cluster or singular atom, but it would still vary at a rate. 
Maybe I missed it, but I'm surprised they didn't see and analyze the variables of temperature. Hope that is 
explained later, I like this ingenious method.
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